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Abstract
The response to applied electric field of a newly synthesized hockey-stick nematic 

8-F-OH has been studied. Unusual pattern forming scenarios were found, which show

rich variety as a function of frequency, temperature and initial director alignment. The

behavior has been compared with those, observed in calamitic and bent-core nematics.

Experiments show that contrary to calamitic nematics, here the elastically strongly

deformed layers due to Fréedericksz transition play a decisive role in the formation of

regular patterns. This is attributed to the cybotactic nematic phase with polar smectic

clusters, where flexoelectricity might also have influence. Static and dynamic

behaviors of the patterns have been characterized and an application idea is

formulated.
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1. Introduction
Liquid crystals (LCs), being fluid and ordered medium, are a kind of functional

materials with strong intrinsic anisotropy and sensitive response to external

excitations. For example, nematic LCs (NLCs) exhibit remarkable electro-optic

effects which are utilized in liquid crystal displays (LCDs) [1]. On the other hand,

NLCs are a paradigm of complex, nonlinear systems which often respond by

formation of patterns when driven out of equilibrium by external stimuli. A

well-known manifestation of such pattern formation is electroconvection (EC) in

NLCs, where a typically spatially periodic director deformation is accompanied by a

material flow and space charge separation under the influence of an applied electric

voltage [2].

NLCs may exhibit a large variety of EC patterns; the basic characteristics of these 

electric-field-induced patterns, such as the critical voltage (Uc), the onset wave vector 

(q), and the frequency (f) and temperature (T) ranges of existence, are closely related 

to the electric transport properties of LCs and the boundary conditions [2, 3]. Thus 

investigation of EC phenomena and their underlying mechanisms have effectively 

contributed to the better understanding of the behavior and the physical properties of 

diverse NLCs as well as of some general features of other pattern forming systems 

(e.g. Rayleigh-Bénard convection in isotropic fluids, climatic phenomena). Besides, in 

view of the rich morphology of patterns, they offer valuable applications in the field 

of photonics [1]. Thus, exploration of patterns in LCs has been a hot topic for the past 

few decades. 

Historically, EC phenomena have first been investigated in NLCs formed by 

rodlike (calamitic) molecules. The most encountered EC patterns occur in nematics 

with specific electric transport properties ( < 0,  > 0 or  > 0,  < 0; where  

and  are the dielectric anisotropy and the conductivity anisotropy, respectively) and 

specific boundary conditions (planar or homeotropic), if the applied ac voltage 

exceeds a certain critical value Uc [2]. The pattern appears in a polarizing microscope 

as a sequence of stripes with alternating intensity or color, having a periodicity of  ≈

 2d (d is the thickness of the LC layer). The stripes run either perpendicular to the 

initial orientation n0 of planar samples (normal rolls (NR), q || n0) or in two 

degenerate, oblique directions (oblique rolls (OR), q and n0 making an acute angle 
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|α| < 45°). Their formation can be explained by the standard model of EC [4], a 

continuum description based on the feedback mechanism first recognized by Carr and 

Helfrich [5, 6]. At present, these patterns are known as “standard EC”. 

Later, EC patterns have also been found in NLCs with other combination of 

material properties ( > 0,  > 0 or  < 0,  < 0) [2], where EC should not occur 

according to the standard model. One representative of these “nonstandard EC” is the 

pattern composed of longitudinal stripes (LS), i.e., stripes running parallel or slightly 

oblique to n0 (q  n0, or |α| > 45°), which could be interpreted by inclusion of 

flexoelectricity into the standard model of EC, since an additional charge separation 

originating from the flexoelectric polarization of the periodically deformed state may 

also drive the convection [7].

Another pattern, which falls outside the frame of the standard model (and is thus 

counted as nonstandard EC) is the prewavy pattern [8]. It was observed in  < 0 

materials typically at higher frequencies than the patterns described so far (a few kHz 

and up) and is characterized with wide stripes ( being a multiple of 2d) running 

normal to n0. 

Besides rodlike molecules, some bent-core, banana-shaped ones might also form 

nematic (BCN) phase. They have attracted considerable interest, since their 

banana-shaped molecular structure might lead to peculiar physical properties [9, 10]. 

Especially, some BCNs have a tendency to form (anti)ferroelectric smectic clusters 

(cybotactic nematics) [11-14]. The presence of Ncyb phase was identified by the 

four-spot splitting of the diffuse small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern [12]. 

Additionally, microrheological studies on the bent-core nematics are reported to be 

very useful in extracting information about underlying smectic clusters, where an 

approximate size of the clusters can be estimated using a simple model [14]. In some 

bent-core nematic systems, giant flexoelectric coefficients were reported, which were 

attributed not only to the molecular shape anisotropy [15-17], but additionally and 

perhaps more crucially, to the presence of reorientable short-range polar [18] or 

apolar [19] smectic clusters in the nematic phase. Reorientation of such clusters are 

expected to occur much slower than that of the nematic director due to the higher 

effective rotational viscosity of clusters; moreover, they may need larger reorienting 

torques. This explains why under certain conditions the larger contribution of clusters 

may be lost yielding regular (instead of giant) order of magnitude for the same 
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molecules [20].

The cybotactic nature of BCNs may yield novel EC scenarios, like two kinds of 

PW patterns with diverging Uc(f), the latter extending to unusually high f (up to MHz) 

and possessing  [21, 22]. These compounds exhibited a sign inversion of  
𝑑𝑈𝑐

𝑑𝑓 < 0

in the middle of the PW frequency range suggesting that the sign of  is irrelevant in 

the formation of the PW pattern. The occurrence of the PW patterns and their 

banana-specific behavior still awaits for theoretical explanation. 

In the majority of BCNs reported so far, the two arms of the molecules are either 

identical or of similar length, resulting typically in a net molecular dipole moment 

nearly perpendicular to the long axis. Recently a special attention has been paid to 

strongly asymmetrical bent-core compounds, possessing two arms with substantially 

different lengths [23-25]. Resembling rather a hockey-stick, they represent an 

intermediate state in the molecular shape between rods and bananas. Hockey-stick 

materials have been reported to have a tendency to form a cybotactic nematic phase 

with polar smectic clusters. As a consequence, their behavior might differ from that of 

common NLCs, e.g., even though they do not seem to belong to ferroelectric nematics 

[26, 27], unusual polar switching could be detected in such materials [28-30].

Herein, we use pattern formation as a tool to explore the characteristics of a 

newly synthesized, polar hockey-stick compound 8-F-OH, in order to get deeper 

insight into the molecular self-assembly and the response to the external fields of this 

system. Our experimental results indicated that self-assembled EC rolls could be 

modified by properly adjusting the ac field, which provides a feasible way to tune the 

patterns for optical devices.  

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The experiments were performed on the asymmetrical bent-core (hockey-stick) 

compound 4-fluorophenyl (E)-3-((2-hydroxy-4-((4-(octyloxy)benzoyl)oxy) 

benzylidene)amino)-2-methylbenzoate (8-F-OH), whose molecular structure is 

presented in Figure 1. Synthesis and characterization of the compound by DSC, X-ray 

diffraction, dielectric spectroscopy and electro-optics is going to be published 

elsewhere [31]. According to quantum chemical calculations performed with the 
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Gaussian 09 and GaussView 5.0 package and DFT calculations carried out to optimize 

the geometry of the compound using the B3LYP functional and the 6-311G (d, p) basis 

set, unlike symmetrical bananas, the dipole moment of 8-F-OH is nearly parallel to 

(making in statistical average an angle of about 27°) the long axis of the molecule 

(Figure1). 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the compound 8-F-OH 

8-F-OH exhibits a cybotactic nematic mesophase (NcybC) in a wide temperature

range (> 80 ˚C) below the clearing point (Tc = 155.5 ˚C). The presence of cybotactic 

clustering in the nematic phase of compound 8-F-OH is proved with the help of 

homeotropic optical textures, temperature-dependent XRD studies, and dielectric 

spectroscopy [31] which are in accordance with the already reported results [13, 

32-37].

Though compound 8-F-OH is not really a ferroelectric nematic, electro-optical

studies indicated the presence of a ferroelectric-like switching and a spontaneous 

polarization in the order of 185 nC/cm2, which are owing to the electric field-induced 

ordering of the cybotactic polar smectic clusters of the NcybC phase [31]. By similar 

reasons, 8-F-OH is anticipated to possess flexoelectric coefficients enhanced 

compared to usual nematics.

Both planar and homeotropic cells could be prepared from 8-F-OH. For planar 

cells, polyimide (PI) Nissan SE150 was used, followed by antiparallel rubbing of the 

two substrates in order to obtain planar alignment along the direction n0, with 1-2°  

pretilt angle. For homeotropic cells, the two surfaces were treated by PI Nissan 7511L 

and then slightly rubbed along n0 to obtain a vertical alignment with broken azimuthal 

degeneracy, having an 88-89 °  pretilt angle. Both orientation techniques yielded 

uniform alignments. In the following measurements, cells with a thickness of 

d = 6 m and an electrode area of 2.25 cm2 were used. The initial director orientation 

of planar cells in the unperturbed state, n0, was chosen as the x-axis of our frame of 
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reference. 

2.2. Experimental setup for electro-optical measurements

The characteristics of patterns were probed by two, supplementary techniques: 

polarizing microscopy (POM) and laser diffraction. The morphologies of patterns 

could be captured by POM equipped with a fast CCD camera. In addition, as the 

periodic director distortions in the patterns form an optical grating, they diffract the 

incident linearly polarized He-Ne laser beam of polarization state Pin and wavelength 

 = 633 nm. In the diffraction setup (Figure 2), the temporal evolution as well as the

polarization state of the diffraction fringes could be detected by a fast photodetector

(DET36A/M from Thorlabs) and a polarimeter (PAX1000VIS from Thorlabs),

respectively.

Figure 2. Geometry of the diffraction setup. (a) With Pin  n0, no diffraction was 

observed; (b) with Pin || n0, diffraction fringes of various order k (0, ±1, ±2, …) 

with corresponding polarization states (P0, P1, P2, …) appear.

The sample temperature was kept by a heating stage (Linkam LTS420) driven by 

a temperature controller (TMS 94). In addition, a sinusoidal ac voltage of rms value U 

with different frequency f was applied to the samples through an amplifier; the 

resulting electric field E was perpendicular to the cell substrates (z-axis). The 

measurements presented below were performed in the temperature range of 70–155 

˚C, in the NcybC phase.

2.3. Permittivity and conductivity measurement 

Usually, anisotropies of the dielectric permittivity  and that of the electrical 

conductivity  are key factors governing the formation and behavior of EC patterns. 
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By using the IM3536 precision impedance analyzer (f range of 4 Hz – 4 MHz), the 

temperature and frequency dependences of the permittivity (|| and  ⊥ ) and 

conductivity (σ|| and σ⊥) of 8-F-OH could be determined; ||(T) and ⊥(T) are plotted 

in Figure 3 for some selected frequencies.

Figure 3. The effect of temperature on the anisotropic dielectric parameters at 

representative frequencies. At the sign inversion temperature Ttr(f), || = . 

Thorough inspection of the results indicates that at low frequencies (f  2 kHz), 

 > 0 fulfils for the whole nematic phase; whereas at higher frequencies (f  2 kHz) 

there is a sign inversion temperature Ttr;  > 0 holds only when T > Ttr, while for 

T < Ttr one finds  < 0. The reason for the sign change is a relatively low frequency 

dielectric dispersion of ||, which shifts to higher frequency with temperature. 

Consequently, when f increases, Ttr shifts to higher temperatures accordingly. 

Experiments show that, as expected, the sign of ∆ plays a decisive role in producing 

Fréedericksz transition (FT) and EC patterns.

As for the conductivity anisotropy, though σ(f, T) depended on f and T, its 

positive sign (σ > 0) persisted for the frequencies shown, almost over the entire 

nematic temperature range, except at very low T.

3. Experimental results
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It was observed that depending on T and f, various patterns appeared, whose critical 

voltage Uc as well as the onset morphologies (especially, the direction and the 

magnitude of the wave vector q) differed significantly from each other. Observations 

indicated that studying the pattern formation should focus onto two distinct frequency 

ranges, because the substance experiences an unusually low-frequency dielectric 

dispersion of ε||. That leads to change of sign of Δε (see Figure 3), which is a decisive 

quantity in the behavior in electric field. When driven by an ac voltage of low 

frequency (20–200 Hz), where Δε is positive, the first instability is the homogeneous 

Fréedericksz transition. On that elastically deformed state, stripe patterns arise at any 

temperature. In view of the direction of q, the nematic temperature range could be 

divided into three sections. At low temperatures longitudinal stripes (LS, q  n0), at 

high temperatures normal stripes (NS, q || n0), while at intermediate temperatures 

oblique stripes (OS) occurred. In contrast to these, if the frequency was increased up 

to high values (3–50 kHz), normal stripes of larger wavelength, a kind of prewavy 

(PW) pattern appeared instead; its frequency range of existence, however, depended 

strongly on the sample temperature. 

In the following, we report on detailed characterization of the above patterns by 

varying the temperature, frequency, and voltage, exploring the correlation between 

patterns and FT occurring in this nematic compound. The static and dynamic 

characteristics of patterns were examined by POM and diffraction technique, 

respectively. We should remind here that while the occurrence of FT is governed 

solely by the sign of  and the cell configuration, in the formation of patterns both 

 and σ are involved. 

3.1. POM observations:

3.1.1 Patterns at low frequency driving

Let us recall that in the low-frequency range of several tens Hz (20 Hz < f < 200 

Hz),  > 0 and σ > 0 fulfils in the whole nematic temperature range. Under these 

conditions the EC patterns occurring in the system should be characterized as 

nonstandard EC.

 In a planar cell at U = 0, an unperturbed initial state with uniform and pattern-free 

texture is observed, as shown in Figure 4(a). Due to the positive dielectric anisotropy, 

FT occurred first when U increased over a threshold UF (U UF). FT manifested itself 
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as two, spatially distributed domains, where the color in each domain was uniform, 

but differed from each other, as shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c). With increasing U, 

the color inside each domain altered but still remained uniform, and the shape of the 

wall separating the two domains also changed; this revealed that after FT two kinds of 

director deformations are present in the sample.

3.1.1.1 Normal stripes

Increasing the voltage well above UF in the high temperature range (Tr2 = 122 

C < T < Tc = 155.5 C), first the texture of the sample turned into a uniform dark 

state with crossed polarizers (Figure 4(d)), indicating that the director mostly 

reoriented perpendicular to the cell surface, yielding a quasi-homeotropic state. 

Afterwards, if we continued increasing U above another critical voltage Uc 

(U > Uc >> UF), pattern NS with undulated, thin and dim stripes running 

perpendicular to n0 appeared, whose periodicity  was approximately the cell 

thickness d. 

In order to check the underlying director distribution of the pattern, 

shadowgraph images were also captured, where the analyzer (A) was removed and the 

orientation of the remaining polarizer (P) was changed with respect to n0, into the 

angles of 0, 45 and 90, as shown in Figures 4(e), 4(f), and 4(g), respectively. 

Unsurprisingly, the contrast of the NS pattern is maximal at extraordinary 

illumination (P || n0), while NS becomes invisible at ordinary illumination (P  n0). 

This indicates that the director deformation occurs in the x-z plane.   

Figure 4. In planar cell, at the high temperature of T = 152 C, driven by ac field with 
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f =100 Hz, FT deformation and normal pattern appears in turn as U increases. (a) 

texture of the unperturbed state at U = 0 V; (b) FT deformation with two coexisting 

domains, after applying threshold voltage UF = 9.0 V for 10 s; (c) FT deformation at 

U = 11.0 V; (d) uniform dark state with U = 12.5 V; (e)–(g) emergence of normal 

pattern with   12.5 m, at critical Uc = 13 V, at different orientations of a single 

polarizer; (h) after cancelling U, the sample could not restore the initial unperturbed 

state. The size of snapshots is 100*100 m; P, A and n0 denote the polarizer, the 

analyzer and the surface alignment.

It should be stressed that Uc > UF implies that the formation of FT is a 

precondition for producing NS; i.e., NS cannot occur directly by skipping FT. 

Consequently, a transformation between the FT state and the patterned state takes 

place upon increasing U. In order to track this transformation, U was increased slowly 

in small (0.1 V) steps, allotting enough time (∼10 s) after each voltage change for 

system stabilization; the corresponding morphological changes are demonstrated by 

the sequences of snapshots in Figure 5. At the beginning, FT was present with two 

coexisting domains as shown in Figure 5(a) (like in Figures 4(b) and 4(c)); here the 

orthogonal polarizers were replaced by parallel ones in order to observe the texture 

clearly. Increasing U to a critical voltage Uc1 = 12.4 V, NS started to grow in one 

domain, whereas the other domain still stayed in the FT state (Figure 5(b)). Further 

increasing U to another critical voltage Uc2 = 14.6 V, both domains were occupied by 

NS (Figure 5(c)). Finally, at much higher U (U = 18.8 V), the system turned into a 

chaotic state (Figure 5(d)). The small asymmetry in the pattern onset of the two 

domains can be attributed to differences in the director distortion and surface 

anchoring between them.

Figure 5. In planar cell, at the high temperature of T = 152 C, driven by ac field with 

f =100 Hz, as U gradually increases, the system undergoes a transformation from FT 
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to normal pattern. (a) The FT state with two domains at U = 11.5 V; (b) normal 

pattern present in one domain only at Uc1 = 12.4 V, while the other domain remained 

in the FT state; (c) at Uc2 = 14.6 V both domains are occupied by normal pattern; (d) 

chaotic state at U = 18.8 V. (The size of snapshots is 200*200m)

Besides determining the above static morphologies of patterns, temporal 

evolution of the pattern buildup and decay upon switching the driving ac voltage on 

and off were also recorded via time sequences of snapshots, as illustrated in Figure 6. 

It can be seen that when the ac voltage U = 1.15 Uc was switched on, FT emerged first, 

followed by the appearance of NS pattern in one FT domain; subsequently NS formed 

in another FT domain too. After cancellation of the ac field, the pattern decayed 

immediately; then the FT state relaxed slowly back to the initial unperturbed state. 

Observations concluded that the buildup process of NS is slower, while its decay 

process is faster compared to those of FT. 

Figure 6. Time evolution of FT and the subsequent NS pattern at T = 152 C, upon 

the switching on/off the ac field at U = 1.15 Uc and f = 100 Hz. (a)(h) the unperturbed 

state; (b)(c) emergence and growth of the FT state; (d)(e) appearance of NS one by 

one in different FT domains; (g) relaxation to the FT state. (size 100 * 100 m) 

We note here that if the voltage is switched off in the chaotic state (i.e. at U >> 

Uc), the system does not relax directly to the initial, unperturbed state; instead, an 

irregular set of disclination lines, a kind of Schlieren texture forms, making the 

texture non-uniform (Figure 4(h)). Recovering the uniform, unperturbed state under 

isothermal conditions may need a very long time; alternatively, the sample may be 

heated into the isotropic phase and then cooled back into the nematic phase. 

The behavior of homeotropic samples have also been tested. In contrast to planar 

ones, in homeotropic cells, neither FT no pattern formation was detected, no matter 

how high U was applied. Instead, only a uniform dark state (corresponding to light 
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extinction) was present at crossed polarizer and analyzer. This is a really new feature 

of the system. In calamitic nematics, if roll patterns arise in the quasi-homeotropic, 

Fréedericksz distorted state, they appear in the initially homeotropic sample as well. 

In contrary here, the prerequisite for the patterns are the elastically deformed layers 

close to the substrate surfaces.

3.1.1.2 Longitudinal stripes

When T is in the low temperature range of T < Tr1 = 87 C, in a planar cell, the 

situation is similar to the one reported above, except that the NS pattern was replaced 

by longitudinal stripes (LS). Namely, from the unperturbed state (Figure 7(a)) FT 

appeared first at UF (Figure 7(b) and 7(c)), which was then followed by the emergence 

of the LS pattern (Figure 7(d)), if U increased further above the critical voltage Uc. 

The LS pattern manifested itself as thick and sharp stripes parallel to n0, with the 

periodicity  about the order of the cell thickness d. As Uc is just a little higher than 

UF, the pattern began to grow before the LC director reoriented perpendicularly. 

Consequently, the uniform tilted orientation is the ground state for producing the LS 

pattern.

In order to examine the optical properties of the LS, again the shadowgraph 

technique was used to check, how the contrast varies depending on the direction of 

the polarizer, as shown in Figures 7(e)–7(g). The strongest contrast was obtained at 

P || n0 (Figure 7(e)), whereas the lowest occurred at P  n0 with hardly, but still 

visible stripes (Figure 7(g)). These characteristics suggest that LS might involve some 

twist deformation (i.e. azimuthal modulation in the cell plane).

When U was cancelled after the occurrence of the LS pattern, the system relaxed 

to the initially unperturbed state with uniform texture (Figure 7(h)).
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Figure 7. In planar cell, at low temperature of T = 81 C, driven by ac field with f = 

50 Hz and increasing U, FT deformation and longitudinal pattern occurred 

successively. (a) Texture of the uniform unperturbed state at U = 0 V; (b) FT 

deformation with two coexisting domains, after applying threshold voltage UF = 6.5 V 

for 10s; (c) FT deformed state at U = 7.0 V; (d) emergence of longitudinal pattern at 

the critical voltage Uc = 10 V, with   7.5 m; (e)(f)(g) longitudinal pattern 

observed with only one polarizer of different orientation, at U = 16 V; (h) after 

cancelling U, the sample restores the initial unperturbed state. The size of snapshots is 

100*100m; P, A and n0 denote the polarizer, analyser and surface alignment, 

respectively. 

Similarly to the case of NS, the transformation from FT to LS upon increasing U is 

illustrated by sequences of snapshots in Figure 8. As U grows, FT appears first in the 

form of two domains (Figure 8(a)); then LS emerges in one domain, whereas the other 

domain still stays in the FT state (Figure 8(b)). Next, LS appears in another FT 

domain too (Figure 8(c)); finally, the system turns into a chaotic state at high enough 

U (Figure 8(d)).
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Figure 8. Transformation between FT and longitudinal pattern upon gradual increase 

of U, illustrated by a sequence of microphotographs at T = 81 C and f = 50 Hz. (a) 

FT state exhibiting two domains at U = 9.0 V; (b) longitudinal pattern present in one 

domain at Uc1= 10.2 V, while the other domain remains in the FT state; (c) both 

domains are occupied by longitudinal pattern at Uc2 = 12.0 V; (d) chaos at U= 43 V. 

(size 100*100m) 

In addition to the static behavior, the temporal evolution on a large time scale, i.e. 

the response of LS pattern to switching the ac-field on and off, was monitored by 

taking a sequence of POM snapshots, as shown in Figure 9. Similarly to NS, the 

buildup and decay processes of LS involve the FT effect. The formation of LS was 

much slower, and the relaxation of LS was much faster than that of the FT.   

Figure 9. Time evolution of FT and the subsequent longitudinal pattern during 

switching on and off the ac field at T = 81 C, U = 1.15 Uc and f = 50 Hz. (a)(h) the 

unperturbed state; (b)(c) emergence and growth of the FT state; (d)(e) appearance of 

LS one by one in the different FT domains; (f) stable LS pattern; (g) relaxation of the 

FT state. (size 100*100m) 

Besides the onset morphology, the critical voltage Uc is also a key parameter 

characterizing the pattern behavior, which strongly depends on f and T, as shown in 

Figure 10. Special attention was paid to the critical behavior of Uc(T), which might 

give some clue about the origin of the pattern forming phenomenon. For NS, as the 
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increasing T approaches Tc, Uc held steady; however, for LS, as T decreases toward 

crystallization, Uc grew significantly and even diverged. The latter may be attributed 

to strong variation of the material parameters, which may be the consequence of the 

increasing size and role of the cybotactic clusters. 

In contrast to planar ones, for the homeotropic cell, neither FT nor patterns were 

present, irrespective of how high the U was. 

Figure 10. Dependences of the critical voltage Uc(f, T) on temperature and frequency. 

(a)(b) Uc (f) of NS and LS, respectively, at a fixed T, (c) Uc(T) of NS, LS and OS at 

fixed f, as well as snapshots of the OS pattern at the temperatures (1)–(4). 

3.1.1.3 Oblique stripes

If T is in the intermediate temperature range of Tr1 = 87 C < T < Tr2 = 122 C, the 

sample still undergoes FT first upon enhancing U, but later, instead of a regular 

pattern associated with a single q, an irregular zigzag pattern could be observed. In 

this pattern, the stripes are oblique (OS) and can be characterized by two degenerate 

wave vectors q+ and q-, which enclose angles α with n0 (see the snapshots in Figure 

10(c)). The angle α as well as Uc of this pattern, strongly depend on the temperature T, 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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as shown in Figure 10(c). When T increased approaching the high temperature range 

(T Tr2), the stripes tended to align perpendicularly (α → 0°), resembling NS; 

whereas when T decreased approaching the low temperature range (T Tr1), the 

stripes preferred to orient longitudinally (α → 90°), like in LS. Thus it can be 

concluded that OS is an intermediate state representing a gradual transformation 

between the NS and LS patterns.

It can be deduced from Figure 10(c), that Uc(T) of OS and NS are smoothly 

connected at T = Tr2. Surprisingly, however, Uc(T) exhibits a cusp at T = Tr1 at the 

transition from LS to OS; though there is no Uc gap between the adjacent patterns. As 

no underlying structural transition has been detected at this temperature, finding the 

origin of the cusp requires further investigations.

3.1.2 High frequency patterns

While low frequency patterns could be observed in the entire NcybC temperature 

range of 8-F-OH, this does not hold for high frequencies. If f increased up to several 

or even tens of kHz, a prewavy (PW) pattern could be detected, emerging directly 

from the homogeneous, planar state at U > Uc, but only within a specific temperature 

range (Td1 = 81 C  T  Td2 = 111 C). More precisely, these patterns existed at a 

certain combination of frequencies and temperatures, as shown by the cyan region in 

Figure 11(a). In this f-range the dielectric anisotropy is negative, thus one does not 

expect a Fréedericksz transition in a planar cell.

The PW pattern manifested itself as strong and broad stripes perpendicular to n0, 

with a periodicity  being a multiple of the thickness d. After withdrawing U, PW 

quickly decayed and the system relaxed to the initial unperturbed state with uniform 

texture.

Besides the range of existence of PW (Figure 11(a)), the corresponding Uc 

depends strongly both on f and T (Figure 11(b)). It was also observed that the 

periodicity  shortened with increasing f, as shown in Figure 12. The same  

shortening can be seen also upon increasing U (Figure 13), however, it is 

accompanied by the appearance of long defects in the structure (Figures 13(c)-13(d)). 

In the homeotropic cell, Fréedericksz transition occurred within the f and T ranges 

producing PW in planar cell. Afterward, even increasing U to very high values, no 

patterns were observed. The presence of FT with the absence of patterns reiterates that 

FT is not the precondition for PW, in contrast to that for NS or LS. This again points 
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to a difference in the behavior of 8-F-OH compared to calamitic nematics, since e.g. 

in n-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline (MBBA) the PW pattern may be seen in 

homeotropic cells too [8]. 

Figure 11. (a) Pattern PW exists in the cyan-marked frequency and temperature 

ranges; (b) dependences of Uc on f and T. 

Figure 12. Morphological changes of PW at Uc at different f in a planar cell, at T = 94 

C, (a) The unperturbed state; (b)   17.8 m, Uc = 35 V and f = 15 kHz; (c)   9.8 

m, Uc = 57 V and f = 19 kHz; (d)   9.0 m, Uc = 63 V and f = 20 kHz. (The size 

of snapshots is 100*100m)

Figure 13. Representative snapshots of the PW pattern in a planar cell at T = 94C 
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and f = 17 kHz, upon increasing U above Uc (f = 17 kHz). (a) The unperturbed state; 

(b)   9.8 m, U = 56 V; (c)   9.4 m, U = 67 V; (d)   9.1 m, U = 69 V. (The

size of snapshots is 100*100m) 

3.1.3 Polarity dependent Uc of patterns

There are indications [31] that 8-F-OH exhibits a kind of polar nature, thus the 

question arises whether this behavior (the occurrence of a spontaneous polarization Ps) 

has an influence on pattern formation, or has not. In order to obtain information on 

that, LS and PW were studied under stimuli of superposed ac and dc voltages too. The 

driving waveforms and the onset morphologies as well as Uc of these patterns are 

shown in Figure 14. It was observed that for LS, produced at the low frequency of f = 

50 Hz, the critical voltages for positive and negative unipolar driving (Figures 14(a) 

and 14(c), respectively) are equal, and higher than that at bipolar driving (Figure 

14(b)) ( ), whereas the corresponding morphologies were almost the 𝑈 +
𝑐 = 𝑈 ―

𝑐 > 𝑈 ±
𝑐

same. In contrast, at the high frequency of f = 30 kHz, PW has  with 𝑈 +
𝑐 = 𝑈 ―

𝑐  𝑈 ±
𝑐

the same onset morphologies.

Figure 14. (a)(b)(c) Waveforms of the positive unipolar, bipolar and negative 

unipolar driving fields, respectively; (d)(e)(f) onset morphologies of LS, subjected to 

waveforms in (a)(b)(c), at T = 81 C and f = 50 Hz , with ,  𝑈 +
𝑐 = 31 𝑉 𝑈 ±

𝑐 = 29.5 𝑉

and , respectively; (g)(h)(i) onset morphologies of PW, subjected to 𝑈 ―
𝑐 = 31 𝑉

waveforms in (a)(b)(c), at T = 104 C and f = 30 kHz , with ,  𝑈 +
𝑐 = 28 𝑉 𝑈 ±

𝑐 = 28 𝑉
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and , respectively. (The size of snapshots is 100*100m; and U is the 𝑈 ―
𝑐 = 28 𝑉

peak-to-peak value here)

Independence of the threshold voltage of PW on the dc offset is not surprising, as 

at such high f, Ps is not expected to play any role. Nevertheless, it has yet to be 

confirmed whether the threshold voltage increment of LS found at low f at unipolar 

driving is related to the polar behavior (the occurrence of a Ps) or is the result of other 

(e.g. conductivity related) effects. We note here that recent studies on standard EC of 

calamitic nematics at combined (ac + dc) driving pointed out that adding a dc voltage 

may lead to unexpected increase of Uc, including a suppression of pattern formation 

[38, 39], due to dc-voltage-induced reduction of the conductivity and its anisotropy.  

3.2. Diffraction observations

Besides recording the POM images of the patterns, diffraction of a linearly 

polarized laser beam was also applied in order to gather complementary information 

about the polarization states and the dynamics of the observed structures. 

3.2.1 Diffraction fringes and their polarization states  

First, in order to explore the anisotropic features of the diffraction, we studied the 

polarization state of the fringes when changing the angle between the polarization of 

the incident laser beam Pin and n0, which gives information about the director 

distribution in the patterned state, as shown in Figures 15, 16 and 17. 

It was observed that NS (Figure 15), and PW (Figure 17) show similar behavior: 

only the configuration Pin || n0 gives rise to strong diffraction fringes, whereas 

diffraction disappears at Pin ⊥ n0. Furthermore, the polarization states P1 and P2 of the 

1st and 2nd order fringes, respectively, were also determined: both being linearly 

polarized and parallel to n0 (P1 || n0 and P2 || n0). This indicates that the director 

remains in the x-z plane, performing only splay-bend deformation without twist.

In contrast, diffraction occurs at both Pin || n0 and Pin ⊥  n0 for LS (Figure 16). 

While at Pin || n0, P1 and P2 of the 1st and 2nd order fringes, respectively, are both 

linearly polarized and parallel with Pin; P1 of the 1st order fringe is linearly polarized, 

but perpendicular to Pin at Pin ⊥  n0. This is a sign that the director distribution 

involves twist deformation.

As a summary we can conclude that the polarization direction of the diffracted 
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light always coincided with that of the incident one, independent of the order or of the 

pattern type.

The power distribution between the diffraction fringes of various orders were also 

detected for the patterns: 

① for NS, the intensity of the 1st order fringe is much stronger than that of the 2nd

order one;

② for LS, at Pin || n0, the intensity of the 2nd order fringe is moderately stronger than

that of the 1st order one, which still is visible; at Pin⊥n0, only the 1st order fringe is

observable, whereas the 2nd order fringe disappeared;

③ for PW, the intensity of the 2nd order fringe is far stronger than that of the 1st order

one, while the 1st order fringe almost vanishes.

We note here that knowing the director distribution within the pattern, the

characteristics of the diffracted light (the polarization direction and the intensity of the 

various orders) could be calculated as described in a recent theoretical paper [40]. 

Unfortunately, the driving mechanism and thus director distribution of the 

nonstandard EC patterns studied above still awaits exploration, hence the comparison 

of diffraction experiments with the theory could not yet been performed.

Figure 15. Diffractions occurring on NS at T = 152 C, f = 100 Hz and U = 11 V. (a) 

Diffraction fringes at Pin || n0; (b) diffraction fringes at Pin  n0; (c)(d) polarization 

directions (blue lines) of the 1st and 2nd order diffraction spots in (a), respectively.

Figure 16. Diffraction on LS at T = 81 C, f = 50 Hz and U = 14.5 V. (a)(c) 
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diffraction fringes at Pin || n0 and Pin  n0, respectively; (b)(d) polarization directions 

of the 2nd and 1st order diffraction spots in (a) and (c), respectively.

Figure 17. Diffraction induced by PW at T = 94 C, f = 17 kHz and U = 39 V. (a) 

Diffraction fringes at Pin || n0; (b) diffraction fringes at Pin  n0; (c)(d) polarization 

directions of the 1st and 2nd order diffraction spots in (a), respectively.

3.2.2 Time evolution of the buildup and decay processes of patterns

The time evolution of patterns was characterized by monitoring the changes in 

the diffraction efficiency ; here 1 and 2 are defined as the ratio of the intensity of 

the 1st and 2nd order diffraction spots, respectively, to the intensity of the incident 

probe beam. It can be easily identified in Figure 18 that NS, PW and LS yield weak, 

moderate and strong efficiency, respectively.

It was observed that for all patterns at U being just slightly above Uc, the 

characteristic time of the buildup process was much longer than that of the decay 

process. Namely, while it took about several seconds to form patterns, the decay time 

upon turning U off was less than 0.2 second, as seen in Figure 18. However, by 

enhancing U, the buildup process could be accelerated significantly, whereas the 

decay process was almost unaltered. This observation is in agreement with previous 

findings [41]. The decay time is only independent of the driving voltage when the 

wavenumber is zero, e.g. in case of the homogeneous Fréedericksz transition. For a 

patterned mode the reciprocal value of the decay time is proportional to the square of 

the wavenumber [42, 43].

It should be noted that the buildup processes of NS and LS resulted in a strong 

and sharp scattering peak, whereas no such peak occurred for PW. A careful 

inspection indicated that this peak is induced by the transition from FT to NS or LS, 

which is absent in PW.
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We note here that though not directly seen in the diffraction, adjustment of the 

pattern wave vector upon changes of the driving voltage or its frequency occurs via 

creation, motion and annihilation of defects in the EC pattern [44, 45]. These defects 

thus crucially affect the transition times. Recent studies also pointed out that 

interaction of EC with topological defects may yield new dynamic features [46-48].

Figure 18. Temporal evolution of the buildup and decay processes of the patterns 

upon switching the ac field on and off at U = 1.15 Uc. (a) NS, with tbuildup = 6.5 s and 

tdecay = 48 ms, at f = 100 Hz and T = 152 C; (b) LS with tbuildup = 5.0 s and tdecay = 170 

ms, at f = 50 Hz and T = 81 C; (d) PW with tbuildup = 8.0 s and tdecay = 130 ms, at f = 

20 kHz and T = 96 C. 

3.2.3 Dynamics of patterns within a single cycle of the driving ac voltage 

Dynamics of patterns on a short time scale, in response to the oscillation of the 

driving ac voltage within a single period t0, provides another viewpoint to explore the 

underlying mechanism of pattern formation. Indeed, Figures 19(a)—(c) demonstrate 

different time characteristics for NS, LS and PW, respectively. It was observed that 

when f is rather high (f = 17 kHz), the diffraction intensity of PW remains constant 
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with time, revealing that the director is stationary. However, if f is low (f = 50 Hz), the 

diffraction intensities of NS and LS oscillate strongly with a frequency of 2f, 

demonstrating that the directors are stationary only in the leading order, with the 2f 

modulation coming from the quadratic term of the dielectric interaction. 

Another distinctive characteristic is the profile of diffraction peaks under low f ac 

driving: for LS, the peaks exhibited polarity dependence, where a significantly 

different diffraction intensity occurs when the driving ac voltage has positive or 

negative polarity; for NS, each primary diffraction peak is accompanied by a 

subsequent minor peak, where the phase difference between them depends on f. 

Figure 19. Diffraction dynamics of patterns within a single cycle of the driving ac 

voltage. (a) Intensity of the 1st order fringe of NS at T = 153 C, U = 10.5 V, f = 50 Hz 

and 100 Hz; (b) Intensity of the 2nd order fringe of LS at T = 86 C, U = 13 V, and f = 

50 Hz; (c) Intensity of the 2nd order fringe of PW, at T = 96 C, U = 39 V, and f = 17 

kHz; 

4. Applications
With the help of the aforementioned experiments, we observed various

self-assembling patterns in 8-F-OH, whose morphologies are changeable under

stimuli of electric- or thermal-field. Herein, based on those phenomena, adjustable

diffraction grating devices are proposed, whose periodicities can be varied precisely,

by utilizing ac voltages of different frequency.

Figure 20 demonstrates the tunability of a device based on the pattern LS, 

presenting diffraction spots and the corresponding POM snapshots of the pattern. 

Figure 21 illustrates the similar capabilities of another device utilizing the PW pattern. 

The current disadvantage of these devices - they operate at elevated temperatures and 

with low diffraction efficiency- might be overcome in the future with designing 

proper, new compounds with NcybC phase at lower temperatures, and incorporating 
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more polar group into the structure for larger dipole moment and polarizability.

The efficiency of diffraction on the patterns can be improved by enhancing the 

modulation of the effective birefringence, which is affected by the sample thickness, 

the amplitude of the director modulation (tunable by the applied voltage and by 

adjusting various material parameters like electric anisotropies, elastic moduli, 

viscosities, flexoelectric coefficients), and the anisotropy of refractive indices (tunable 

by temperature). As all reported patterns represent nonstandard EC, for which the 

theoretical background is not fully clear yet, the consequences of adjusting individual 

parameters is not yet predictable. 

Figure 20. Adjustable diffraction grating based on LS, at fixed T = 79 C. (a-d) 

Diffraction fringes under different ac fields, and (e-h) the corresponding pattern 

morphologies. For (a)   9.4 m at Uc= 16 V and f = 40 Hz; (b)   8.5 m at Uc = 

17.5 V and f = 60 Hz; (c)   7.5 m at Uc = 18.8 V and f = 80 Hz; (d)   5.7 m at 

Uc = 24 V and f = 100 Hz.

Figure 21. Adjustable diffraction grating based on PW, at fixed T = 105 C. (a-d) 

Diffraction fringes under different ac fields, and (e-h) the corresponding pattern 

morphologies. For (a)   22 m at Uc = 49V and f = 50 kHz; (b)   19 m at Uc = 
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52 V and f = 55 kHz; (c)   15.5 m at Uc = 58 V and f = 60 kHz; (d)   13.5 m 

at Uc = 67 V and f = 65 kHz.

5. Discussion
It is well known that LCs are rich in electric-field-induced pattern forming processes 

assuming proper driving voltage and frequency. Usually, the patterns in nematics 

appear either due to the flexoelectric effect (flexoelectric domains, FD) or owing to 

electroconvection effect (EC rolls) [3]. In our case, driven even by very strong dc 

fields, no patterns were observed, thus we can conclude that compound 8-F-OH has 

such a combination of its material parameters, which does not allow the occurrence of 

flexoelectric domains [49]. 

The results presented above included an in-depth exploration of pattern formation 

and its dynamics, as well as determination of the polarization state of the diffraction 

fringes. It has to be noted, however, that the scenarios exhibited in 8-F-OH, and their 

dependence on temperature, frequency, and voltage, differed in a large extent from 

the previously reported ones in calamitic nematics as well as in other BCNs. We 

examined the distinct phenomena in polar nematics and concluded their origins as 

following: 

5.1. The ground state of patterns

For PW, the corresponding ground state is the unperturbed state with uniform 

texture (pattern free state) at U = 0. Increasing U above Uc, PW grows directly, 

without experiencing FT. However, in order to produce NS and LS, a FT needs to 

occur ahead, thus their ground states are the deformed director fields where the 

director undergoes reorientation upon ac field. Especially, it was observed in planar 

cell that near the onset of NS, the director aligned almost perpendicular to the surface. 

It should be noted that FT appears with two, spatially distributed domains, 

corresponding to the coexistence of two different deformations, separated by walls. 

Each of the two FT domains has its own threshold voltage UF. Increasing the electric 

field further, NS or LS grow in each of the FT domains independently; consequently, 

the NS or LS in each FT domain also possess individual critical voltage Uc. Usually, 

the difference between the two Uc is small, yet there is a situation (Uc1 < U < Uc2) 

where pattern is present in one FT domain only, whereas pattern is absent in the other 

FT domain. We note that the Uc values presented in Figure 10 correspond to the 
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average of Uc1 and Uc2.  

5.2. The structures of patterns

The compound 8-F-OH possesses  > 0 and  > 0 at low frequencies where 

the LS, OS or NS patterns were observed. Nematics with such combination of 

anisotropies seldom produce patterns. The morphologies reported so far include 

cellular ones [50-52], localized circular domains (Malthese crosses) [53-55] and 

fingerprint structures (random stripes) [53]. Recently, normal stripes were reported at 

high voltages (above the cellular pattern) in 4-cyano-(4’-pentyl)biphenyl (5CB) [51], 

while longitudinal stripes could also be exerted in the same compound by superposing 

ac and dc voltages [52]. These patterns are common in that the direct transition from 

the undistorted state to the patterned one occurs in homeotropic cells; in planar cells 

pattern formation is preceded by a Fréedericksz transition which provides the 

necessary conditions for the instability. This scenario is very different from the one 

found in 8-F-OH, where though the stripes emerge in planar cells after an FT, no 

patterns arise in homeotropic cells.

One specialty of 8-F-OH is the sign inversion of the dielectric anisotropy at a few 

kHz. Such a sign inversion in the subMHz range is scarce among nematics, though 

not unprecedented. So called dual frequency nematics, which possess  > 0 below 

and  < 0 above some critical frequency, are known and used in display industry 

[56-59]. These materials have been designed for displays, thus pattern formation is 

always prevented. The scenario in 8-F-OH is similar to that in dual frequency 

nematics: at a fixed T, 8-F-OH has  > 0 below and  < 0 above the sign inversion 

frequency. However, at fixed f,  < 0 occurs below and  > 0 is found above the 

critical temperature of the sign inversion (Figure 3).

Another specialty in the patterns occurring in 8-F-OH is the continuous variation 

of the wave vector at low f from longitudinal through oblique to normal stripes upon 

increasing the temperature. This behavior is quite scarce among pattern forming 

nematics. Similar pattern transition sequence has previously been reported in the 

calamitic nematic 4-n-octyloxy-phenyl-4-n’-heptyloxy-benzoate (8/7) with  < 0 

[59]. It was interpreted as a transition from nonstandard to standard EC upon 

increasing T, occurring due to the sign inversion of the conductivity anisotropy , in 

contrast to the case of 8-F-OH where at low f,  > 0 and  > 0 holds in the whole 
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tested NcybC range.

For all the patterns, the induced diffractions are anisotropic, where the diffraction 

fringes strongly depend on the linearly polarized state Pin of the incident light. It was 

observed that diffraction occurred only at Pin || n0 for NS and PW, implying rotation 

of the director in the x-z plane, with the wave vector of convection rolls parallel to n0. 

However, for LS, the diffraction developed both at Pin || n0 and Pin ⊥  n0, which 

revealed azimuthal (out of the x-z plane) rotation of the director, with wave vector of 

convection rolls perpendicular to n0. 

In addition, this optical anisotropy of the pattern could be proved also by the 

shadowgraph technique under POM, whose results coincided with that of the 

anisotropic diffraction. 

5.3. The dynamics of patterns

Figure 19(c) demonstrates a near constancy of the intensity diffracted by PW, 

which reveals that the corresponding director field is stationary, irrespective of the 

oscillation of the driving ac voltage. Together with the morphologies in Figure 13 and 

characteristics of the diffraction polarization in Figure 17, it is concluded that PW 

consists of prewavy-like stripes, similar to the prewavy pattern in traditional BCNs 

[8].

For NS or LS, while the diffraction intensities still oscillate at 2f, like that of the 

normal or longitudinal rolls in traditional BCNs, they differed significantly in the 

temporal behavior of the diffraction peaks. The emergence of an additional minor 

peak in NS (Figure 19(a)) and the polarity dependence of the peak intensity 

(asymmetric height of the diffraction intensity peaks) in LS (Figure 19(b)) are 

unexpected. 

Typically, an EC pattern is governed by quadratic (proportional to the amplitude 

square E2 of the ac field) interactions. Therefore, the EC pattern is expected to be the 

same in the positive and in the negative half cycle of the applied voltage, and in each 

half cycle only one diffraction peak should be present. 

The polarity dependent asymmetry between half cycles indicates that besides the 

quadratic one, a linear interaction may also be present. One candidate is 

flexoelectricity, as taking into account the bent molecular shape, flexoelectricity 

cannot be excluded as a material property that contributes to the EC scenarios, even 
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though no flexoelectric domains were observed in 8-F-OH. Another source could be 

the presence of the cybotactic smectic clusters, either via their Ps or by creating 

surface polarization.

The presence of a double peak for NS might suggest that two different processes, 

active in different time slots, govern the formation of the NS pattern. As a paradigm 

of such possibility, we recall the behavior of the calamitic nematic mixtures Phase 4 

and Phase 5 at ultralow frequency driving where the time shifted superposition of 

standard EC and flexoelectric domains could be observed as alternating patterns 

[60-62]. 

Identifying the precise reason of the above mentioned peculiarities of pattern 

dynamics, nevertheless, require further studies. 

6. Conclusion
The novel hockey-stick shaped nematic liquid crystal exhibiting polar properties offer 

a unique possibility to explore new pattern scenarios. Herein, three kinds of patterns, 

with distinctive morphology and temporal dynamics, were observed according to 

appropriate electric- and thermal-field, whose unusual characteristics might be related 

to the cybotactic nature of the nematic phase.

Besides, the transformations between static Fréedericksz transition and 

convection patterns were deeply investigated, revealing how a nonlinear system 

evolves from the equilibrium state with uniform structure to a dynamic state with 

periodic structure. This issue has seldom been addressed before.

In the end, we had demonstrated tunable diffraction gratings based on 

self-assembling patterns; nevertheless, how to create more complex patterns in a 

desired manner still requires further investigations. We expect that the polar nature 

may provide even more fantastic photonic functionalities.
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 Electroconvective phenomena were observed in cybotactic nematics,
demonstrating ferroelectric-like switching behaviors.

 Patterns with different morphologies can be selected by temperature and driving
frequency.

 Patterns were ascribed to the strongly deformed boundary layers.
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